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Rep. Murphy Statement Regarding UW-Madison’s “The Problem of Whiteness” Class

(Madison)... Representative Dave Murphy (R-Greenville), Chair of the Assembly Committee on Colleges and Universities, released the following statement in response to a class called “The Problem of Whiteness” that will be taught at UW-Madison next semester.

“I am extremely concerned that UW-Madison finds it appropriate to teach a course called, ‘The Problem of Whiteness,’ with the premise that white people are racist,” said Murphy.

“Even more troubling, the course is taught by a self-described “international radical” professor whose views are a slap in the face to the taxpayers who are expected to pay for this garbage,” stated Murphy.

“I don’t understand how a University that preaches political correctness can stand by a professor who openly condones violence against law enforcement and compares white voters to the KKK,” said Murphy. (See Twitter posts below)

“UW-Madison must discontinue this class. If UW-Madison stands with this professor, I don’t know how the University can expect the taxpayers to stand with UW-Madison.”

###
Is the uprising finally starting? Is this style of protest gonna go viral?

ProfessorD.us @profd · Jul 7
Watching CNN, this is the song I am currently enjoying in my head
youtube.com/watch?v=GdQRL-.... @lordjamar @jasiri_x @MrChuckD @mrdaveyd

UNO The Prophet - Officer Down
http://www.youtube.com/user/GuerrillaFunkRec

ProfessorD.us @profd · Jul 26
No @EricHolder it is not true that an attack on a police officer anywhere is an attack on all of us, since they DO NOT equally protect us all